Making testing more systematic

Changing tests weakens them
by Edward Bishop

Systematic automated testing means basing
tests on business requirements alone.
Massaging them to fix instability is not testing
but development and reduces their value

Edward Bishop
describes how
TOSCA Testsuite™'s
dynamic business
steering eliminates
test maintenance

Test automation can save effort, but that
is not the most important reason for doing
it. While efficiency is desirable,
effectiveness must be paramount in
testing. Labour-intensive, time-consuming
testing that detects defects is preferable to
fast, cheap testing that misses them. Test
tools are used because they are better at
certain tasks than people:
• a person designing test cases, even
using techniques explained in standards
and books, makes arbitrary choices; a
tool applies a defined algorithm
• people can interpret a test procedure,
however well written, in various ways,
and even an individual person can
introduce variation in their interpretation
over time; a tool executes an automated
test with absolute consistency
• a person can fail to notice discrepancy
between actual and expected outcomes;
a comparator cannot
• a person takes selective, sample
measurements which may be
inappropriate or unrepresentative; a tool
gathers all available data and analyses it
statistically.
So automating test execution makes
testing more consistent; automating test
checking makes testing more effective;
automating test reporting makes testing
more accurate; and automating test case
design makes testing more systematic.
And finally, automation can reduce manual
effort, freeing human resources for
creative, problem-solving, processimproving work that brings products into
use or to market faster and at lower cost.

Changing a test to make it run means
it’s not the same test
As every tester knows, there are practical
obstacles to achieving these benefits. The
most obvious and best-understood one is
that maintaining automated tests when the
user interface of the system under test is
changed by its developers is
problematical. Various approaches to
helping with this exist, including scripting
languages, keyword- and data-driven
frameworks, and image recognition. All
can work well in certain situations, but all
have disadvantages too. It is better, as it
always has been, to control and restrict
change as much as possible by effective
early-lifecycle testing of requirements,
specifications and designs.
However even if that is achieved and an
interface design remains unchanged
throughout development, the extent to
which tests that drive the interface can be
automated is limited by that design itself.
This more common and fundamental
problem continues to worsen as front-end
technologies become more advanced,
giving designers new tools to build
increasingly complex and interactive user
experiences which are self-modifying
depending on the changing data they
present.
As a simple example, consider an
application which displays a list of pending
transactions and where each item in the
list contains not only information but
navigation elements and input controls:
perhaps, an “expand” button the operator
can click to view the transaction in more
detail and update it.
This is not an advanced or unusual
design: commonplace business
administration applications built in, for
example, SAP typically work in this way.
So do web applications with search and
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browse functions, trading platforms and
many others. An automated test including
such operations will fail to execute if the
position and/or representation of the
transaction in the list changes because of
other events, for example the creation and
modification of other transactions. It may
also report test failure incorrectly because
its expected outcomes include the
presence of information whose display
position has moved (perhaps out of a
viewing window) or format has changed for
similar reasons.
The test maintenance approaches
mentioned above have evolved to solve
not this problem but a completely different
one: change to the static design of the
interface, not normal variation in what is
displayed which is a correct part of its
design. Using them to modify the test to
make it run introduces risk and inefficiency.
Continual manual engineering of scripts,
framework data or images takes significant
effort and causes the test to diverge from
its original design based on test analysis
of business requirements; systematic
testing is replaced by parallel development
of a system and its tests (often by
developers) to keep them compatible. The
only other method available is repeated
reset of the test environment and data to a
defined “start state”. Whichever is used,
testing becomes limited and
unrepresentative. It loses potential to
detect defects.

Figure 1: A sequence
of three screens from
an HTML application
1a

1b

1c

The only solution to the real test
maintenance problem
TOSCA Testsuite, a powerful test
management, design, execution and data
generation toolset, includes TOSCA
Commander, the only tool that can create
tests that will execute repeatedly without
maintenance in this situation. It enables
automation where other tools are
defeated, enabling far more testing to be
automated. It achieves this by making the
entire test, not just its input data, truly
dynamic.
Like some other contemporary tools,
TOSCA includes a “wizard” that analyses
user screens or windows (figure 1),
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created using virtually any development
technology, identifying and capturing
information about control objects.
Uniquely, it then uses that information to
represent the controls in an alternative
interface, called a module (figure 2),
designed to make creation of effective test
cases easy. The tester:
• accesses all input and output objects
directly, maintaining the relationship
between them and contextual
information such as labels; it is not
necessary to navigate through the
interface to the desired controls and
because the interface design and its
technical implementation remain always
linked, the identity and meaning of each
object is always readily apparent,
making test case design simple and
durable
• defines test inputs based purely on
analysis of business requirements,
using where appropriate TOSCA’s builtin test generation facilities which include
implementation of all-combinations,
pairwise and orthogonal-array
techniques
• enters or selects specific expected
outputs that will cause test incidents if
not found present and correct at
execution
• captures and stores outputs for use in
dynamic generation of further test
inputs.

increase the extent to which testing is
automated from the typical 30% to up to
80%. Depending on accuracy and
quality of business requirements
definition and test analysis, that means
a similar increase in test
systematization.

module as needed wherever objects
have changed or even moved between
screens. Test cases created using the
module remain unaffected, and new
ones to test the changes are added
in exactly the same way as before
the change.

What if the interface design does
change?
Because a module is a logical
representation of the interface, most
changes are handled automatically.
TOSCA simply re-analyzes the screens
and windows it represents, updating the

Where the changes to the interface are
more extensive – for example when screens
or objects are added – the tester simply
uses the wizard again to add what is new to
the appropriate modules. It is then
immediately obvious what new inputs are
needed to update the existing test cases

The last activity is the most important. It
enables the tester to base any or all of the
test inputs on variables whose values are
determined when the test is executed, not
absolute values which must be known
when the test is created and limit its scope
when they change. The path through the
test procedure is never stored, but is
generated when the test is executed from
Figure 2: Controls from all three screens in a TOSCA Testsuite module
the definition of the test alone. Once a test
has been dynamized in this way, its
execution remains stable regardless of
A free trial of TOSCA Testsuite is available at http://www.tosca-testsuite.com
how the SUT’s data changes. The test can
fail to execute only if the system under test
behaves in an unexpected way: in other
words, when a test incident occurs.
Tricentis call this concept business
dynamic steering and believe its use can
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Test Logica yourself
Quality, “ﬁt for purpose” is what our clients need. To avoid
risks and meet expectations, that is why we test. We have
earned a reputation. Will you join us to uphold it?
Testing is a profession, not a side issue. We look for
professionals who understand this. You act as devil’s
advocate, you see the impact of failure, and you share
your view in open and honest communication. We value
your professionalism and your eﬀorts to develop yourself,
Logica and our clients. We oﬀer challenging assignments
at blue chip companies, a vibrant international community
of peers and plenty of opportunity to enjoy and build your
career with us.
DO YOU SHARE OUR AMBITIONS?
If so, go to www.werkenbijlogica.nl and meet our colleagues
at the Logica Quest for freedom, career and knowledge.
Or send an email to recruitment.nl@logica.com. For career
possibilities in the UK, go to www.logica.com.

